
optimal media regards sustainability in the printing 
industry, from an ecological perspective, as the res-
ponsible procurement of raw materials, consuma-
bles and operating materials, as well as reduction of  
the energy used, raw materials, production waste, 
CO2 emissions and minimisation of water pollution. 
Good sustainability management strives for con-
tinuous improvement of the defi ned parameters, 
evaluates the current status and looks for solutions 
to further conserve resources or to compensate for 
CO2 emissions. 
Sustainability is therefore a process. optimal media 
has cemented this optimisation process fi rmly in its 
corporate structure and is certifi ed according to 
ISO 14001, ISO 50001, ISO 9001 and FSC. As con-
fi rmed by regular evaluations, services and produc-

tion processes meet globally recognised industrial 
standards. This is the part played by optimal media, 
as a media service provider, in terms of ecological 
aspects.
In addition, investment in the latest printing and 
fi nishing machines makes a signifi cant contribution 
to waste reduction and energy saving and decisively 
improves the company‘s eco-balance.
optimal media is equipped with modern machinery, 
and heat recovery is an integral part of the produc-
tion process. But the client also bears responsibili-
ty when planning the project, by questioning what 
is essential and what is wishful thinking. Often the 
printed products buyer is simply unaware of his in-
fl uence on a sustainable production process.

TOGETHER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

In spring 2020, the editorial team of an international publishing house posed the question, of how optimal 
media, as one of the leading printing and logistics service providers for books and magazines, dealt with 
the issue of sustainability in the production of photo and art publications.
As a sales representative of optimal media, in this article I would like to present the factors that infl uence 
sustainable production: There is one crucial aspect to the issue of sustainability in the printing industry – 
that is the client himself.
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But one thing must be clarified in advance: a com-
pletely emission-free process in the manufacturing 
industry, including the printing industry, is simply not 
feasible. The use of raw materials and energy can-
not be avoided, but there are ways of using these re-
sources carefully and sparingly.

Sustainability has fortunately become a central topic 
in our society. With measures to protect the environ-
ment, companies seeking to create added value can 
raise their profile and consumers can identify with 
them. In close cooperation between the client, the 
print service provider and the supplier, it is possible 
to achieve even the most demanding sustainability 
solutions. However, this requires a common under- 
standing, which means accepting compromises. This 
could be the replacement of a cherished product 

feature with a sustainable alternative, the extended 
production and delivery time caused by limitations in 
the drying speed of mineral oil-free colours, or may-
be a higher price.
Brands such as Closed and the Körber Foundation 
have made such compromises. They put their money 
where their mouth is and also accept a longer plan-
ning time to equip their printing projects with paper 
certifiably made from 100 per cent recycled paper. 
Customers should be able to recognise this commit-
ment at first glance. The printing of certification lo-
gos, such as the FSC and Blauer Engel as a design 
element is one possibility. Visually, sustainability can 
be communicated by, for example, deliberately using 
paper with slightly darker shades instead of bright 
white recycled paper.
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Recycled paper with a grey tone and paper with a 
low proportion of optical brighteners have already 
made it into the top paper charts. They symbolise 
the topic of sustainability in a purely visual way. The 
data preparation is already adapted to the particular 
paper quality in such a way that very good printing 
results can also be achieved here. But with the re-
nunciation of shrink-wrapping for the sake of sus-
tainability, the end consumer, in particular, should 
accept that he may no longer be able to purchase 
the product in completely „virgin“ form: Theoretical-
ly, it could be browsed by third parties; in the worst 
case scenario, the unprotected product may even 
show slight transport damage. The acceptance of 

such compromises requires a rethink on the part of 
the buying public. As a general rule, it is more sus-
tainable to laminate a book or magazine with foil on 
the cover than to dispose of it because of external 
defects. For those who can do without foil wrapping 
but not the protection of the product, the following 
solutions are suggested: wrapping the product in an 
environmentally friendly outer carton can prevent 
damage in transit, while a banderole placed around 
the product protects it from unwanted peeks into 
its contents. Instead of shrink-wrapping, the pro-
duct can be wrapped in recycled packing paper, for 
example – this combines transport protection and 
sealing, but is a comparatively expensive alternative. 
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However, it is above all the considerations which go 
beyond the decision for a particular grade of paper 
that ensure a consistently sustainable product.
Are clients and consumers already prepared to 
make compromises that by definition require a diffe-
rent awareness of price and quality? And shouldn‘t 
it be part of the job of a printing company‘s sales 
staff to advise their customers comprehensively on 
sustainability? I think that in future the topic of sus-
tainability will find an audience among all buyers of 
printing services. That is why I would like to point 
out some interesting possibilities that give a print 
product a valuable and yet sustainable character.

The substrate as the basis for a sustainable product

The demands that clients, producers and buyers 
place on a photo magazine or art book, for exam-
ple, are particularly high in terms of quality. Ra-
zor-sharp details, clear contrast, the finest gradua-
tions in the modulation range, brilliant colours and 
the widest possible colour spectrum require per-
fect coordination of litho, substrate and printing 
technology. In my opinion, this top quality perfor-
mance also lends itself to sustainable production.

When it comes to the choice of substrate, the use 
of paper from demonstrably sustainable forestry is 
a prerequisite for the environmentally conscious 
client. The most common certificates are FSC and 
PEFC, which are available for almost all types of 
paper – from uncoated to coated materials. FSC 
and PEFC provide good and reliable control sys-
tems for wood-based materials and are thus an im-
portant tool for supply chain monitoring.

In terms of climate-damaging emissions, virgin fi-
bre paper plants perform very well, as they often 
use biofuel to generate energy and heat. However,  
according to the Federal Environment Agency, re-
cycled paper has a better ecological balance in 
terms of water and energy consumption. Recycled 
paper requires about 60 per cent less energy and 
a significantly smaller amount of water for produc-
tion than paper made from virgin fibre. However, 
this is counterbalanced by the higher cost of the 
deinking process, which also causes CO2 emissions. 
As a rule of thumb, the higher the whiteness of the 
recycled paper, the greater the effort required for 
fibre cleaning, which in turn involves a higher input 
of energy, water and chemicals. A balanced coexis-
tence of virgin fibre and recycled paper makes eco-
logical sense. 

Recycled papers have long since caught up in terms 
of quality. They are available with low to high white- 
ness, with different surfaces – from coated to un-
coated – with and without residues of ink particles 
in the material. All of them, however, have very 
good printing, folding and embossing properties. 
For the demanding printing of photo magazines or 
art books, the bright white recycled paper grade is 
definitely an alternative to uncoated papers made 
from virgin fibre. It can also be archived for at least 
200 years.
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studio used a paper banderole with greetings for its own 

edition of the Stuttgart Hutzelmännlein.
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Wibalin ® Recycled  Photos: Winter & Company

It is advisable that the client and the printer take the 
origin of the paper into consideration and favour 
paper from regional plants to paper with extensive 
transportation. Sales-adapted print runs, optimised 
print formats and the choice of a qualitatively justi-

fiable minimum grammage of paper contribute to a 
resource-conscious use of paper. Paper production 
and transport to the print service provider account 
for 60 to 80 per cent of CO2 emissions, depending 
on the print run. The sheet format for offset prin-
ting should be so chosen that the maximum number 
of individual pages can be placed on the sheet and 
there is correspondingly little paper waste due to 
trimming. For longer runs and larger volumes, it is 
worth buying format-adapted products cut-to-size, 
instead of standard-format stock. However, this re-
quires project planning on the part of the client that 
allows for a longer paper delivery time.

Cover materials made from recycled material or 
those that are already made entirely from natural 
materials are interesting for book cover production. 
Winter & Company, for example, processes selected 
sustainable raw materials, especially recycled raw 
materials from post-industrial and post-consumer  
waste, into new cover materials in the ‚Winter 
WRUP-Cycling‘ upcycling process. One of these is 
the new cover material Wibalin® Recycled, which 
was released in several colours at the beginning of 
2020 – a through-dyed paper made from 40 per 
cent post-consumer waste and 60 per cent post- 
industrial waste. This significantly reduces the use 
of new resources.

Under the ‚Enviro‘ brand, there are various recycled 

papers – from uncoated to silk matt coated and with 

different whiteness 

Photo: Inapa Deutschland
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Climate-neutral printing should become a matter of course

Photo: optimal media

In addition to the consumption of forestry and chemi- 
cal products, emissions of various kinds are released  
during the printing process. These include CO2  
emissions as well as paper dust, ozone, ink and  
powder particles, and waste heat from the operation 
of the printing and processing equipment. First and 
foremost, the printing service provider must en- 
deavour to reduce these emissions to a minimum.

LE-UV printing technology fulfills a large part of the 
requirements for avoiding and reducing emissions. 
The extensive elimination of dusting powder and 
protective varnish, reduced waste and lower ink 
consumption than with conventional offset printing 

make a significant contribution to the reduction of 
emissions and raw material consumption.
However, the binder of the ink for LE-UV technology  
is based on synthetically produced substances, 
for example polyester. These inks cross-link on the  
substrate surface to form a plastic film and are un- 
suitable for the deinking process. In the interest of 
sustainability, ink manufacturers such as Siegwerk 
have developed solutions for deinking in the recyc- 
ling process without having to give up the advan-
tages of the LE-UV process. These inks can be 
compared in their deinking properties with mineral 
oil-based offset inks for conventional offset printing.

CX 102-5+L with 
hot air/infrared and 
circulating air for 
protective coating

CX 102-5 with 
1 x LE UV lamp

Machine 105 kW
Dryer 77 kW

Machine 96 kW
Dryer 27 kW
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Recycling cycle           Graphic: optimal media

But not only UV-curing ink systems and UV varnishes 
lead to poorer separability of the ink particles from 
the substrate due to the process. Printed matter 
produced using the flexographic printing process 
and that printed with water-soluble inks in digital 
printing, are also among the products that are diffi-
cult to deink, because they colour the water used in 
the recycling process, as well as paper composites, 
such as film-laminated papers. Although the capa-
city for deinking would be sufficient for significant-
ly larger quantities, unfortunately, only about 5 per 
cent of the residual paper ever enters the deinking 
process. And this is mainly sorted graphic paper 
from commercial paper waste. Especially for the re-
processing of the waste paper into graphic paper, 
a high purity of the paper is desired without dis-
turbing dirt particles. For this reason, print service 
providers should make their waste paper available 
to the paper processing department in sorted form. 
Suitable grades can then be deinked without any 
problems.

The largest share of paper fed into the paper cycle is 
made up of printed products from households that 

cannot be sorted by printing process or finishing. 
However, this paper waste is separated into defined 
types of waste paper. For example, brown and grey 
cardboard are separated from the paper waste. In 
addition, the waste paper is sorted into dark and 
light grades as well as into paper or cardboard con-
taining plastic components. Thus, unsuitable waste 
paper does not enter the deinking process, but is 
processed into papers with medium whiteness or 
cardboard and corrugated board. From an environ-
mental point of view, it is much more efficient to 
recycle paper waste into recovered paper than to 
burn it for generating energy, despite the high cost 
of pre-sorting.
Loss-free recycling is not possible with paper:  
Mechanical impact shorten the paper fibre during 
each recycling phase until the fibre is so short that 
it is washed out together with colour particles and 
fillers. As a result, the paper mass decreases. The 
loss of fibres is replenished by adding fresh fibres. 
A paper fibre can pass through the recycling pro-
cess about five to seven times before it is finally 
washed out.
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The motto in the production process is avoidance 
and reduction of emissions and raw materials. How-
ever, this alone is not enough for a sustainable 
production process. The remaining emissions are 
unavoidable but can be compensated for through 
climate protection projects.
The calculation of the environmental balance is 
based on the carbon footprint, whereby environ-
mental impacts of all kinds, whether at sea, on land 
or in the air are converted into CO2 equivalents. 
There are calculation programmes for the determi-
nation of such CO2 emissions, that determine and 
monetise them for specifi c orders. As a guideline, 
the client can assume approximately one to two 
percent of the contract value. Climate protection 
projects can be freely selected worldwide and even 
according to the climate protection focus.
For this purpose, optimal media cooperates with 

ClimatePartner and thus enables emission compen-
sation in connection with the support of freely 
selected climate protection projects that exist 
worldwide. In addition, optimal media provides a 
nature conservation project in cooperation with 
the Nossentiner / Schwinzer Heide Nature Park, in 
order to do something for the environment in the 
direct vicinity of the production plant. There, where 
emissions are generated. For selected forest areas, 
a partial replacement of the existing pine tree popu-
lation is carried out and the targeted reforestation 
to a mixed deciduous forest is achieved. For this 
purpose, seedlings from particularly hardy old trees 
are used. By labelling the printed products with the 
partner logo and awarding a certifi cate to the client, 
this project off ers a transparent alternative to the 
usual providers of off set projects.

Organic inks and varnishes are standard

Organic inks are state of the art when it comes to 
sustainable printing. They diff er from conventional 
printing inks in the proportion of the binder made 
from renewable raw materials. While conventional 
printing inks only have a small proportion, the 
mineral oil content of the organic ink binder is almost 
completely replaced by renewable raw materials in 
the form of vegetable oils. This prevents the further 

use of fossil raw materials and the associated CO2 
emissions. Oils from tree resins are well-suited 
binders for deinkability. Unfortunately, this does 
not apply to all binders made from renewable raw 
materials. Soya bean oil, for example, cannot be 
deinked because it cross-links on the paper surface. 
Moreover, it comes mainly from South America, 
where large areas of tropical rainforest are often 
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From biodegradable foils to green shipping
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Book cover with deep embossing  Laser cut  Title label on linen cover 
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cleared for its cultivation.
The ink manufacturer is therefore advised to take 
a close look at its supply chain and exclude oils 
of concern. Through their purchasing decisions,  
printers can rely on sustainable products and re- 
duce ink consumption as far as possible. This can 
be achieved through defined process standards and 
the associated presettings, which make it possible 

to achieve predictable and reproducible print re-
sults with minimum material input. Print documents 
should therefore not exceed an ink coverage of 300 
per cent when printed together. Clients who are  
colour confident and decisive in print matching at 
the press are already making an important contribu- 
tion to avoiding waste and reducing consumables.

Finishing does not always have to be high gloss

Especially in the production of books, art catalogues,  
high-quality magazines and business reports, the 
client and consumer or target group attach great 
importance to finishes. Those who think sustainably 
know that a product can be enhanced not only with 
high-gloss effects and hot foil stamping. There are 
very interesting and sustainable alternatives availa-
ble. Blind embossing, for example, which is available 
in single and multi-level, high and deep embossing,  

 
 
is an elegant alternative to hot foil stamping; and 
the title label, which is glued into a prepared deep 
embossed area, can visually enhance a book title. 
Colour cuts with water-based inks are also a sus-
tainable alternative and immediately catch the eye. 
Die-cut elements can create very beautiful effects. 
Filigree or tapered elements can be trimmed out by 
laser cutting.

There are alternatives to plastic film, but currently 
no compostable film that can be used as shrink film. 
One possibility, for example, is films with a 65 to 100 
per cent content of renewable raw materials such as 
corn flour or potato starch. They are recyclable and 
theoretically compostable. Theoretically, because 
the requirements for industrial compostability have 
not yet been met. For example, biodegradable film 

currently takes longer than the prescribed six months 
for at least 90 per cent of the material to decompose. 
Because of this long decaying time, plastics made 
from biomaterial are also proving unsuitable for both 
domestic and industrial composting. Since there 
is still no separate collection of recyclables for the 
composting of bio-plastics, they should be put in the 
residual waste; and not in the yellow bag or even in 
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the bio bin, where they cause more harm than good.
Alternatively, a product can be banded or wrapped 
in paper, which can lead to higher costs depending 
on the technical equipment. It goes without saying 
that the protective transport packaging should be 
made of recycled material for a consistently sus- 
tainable process.

Very few printers are able to handle all processing 
and finishing operations in-house. Transport between 
print shop and finisher or processor should not be 
underestimated and contributes to a negative CO2 
balance. It is therefore advisable to place orders 
where as many production steps as possible can 

be handled in-house within a company. In addition, 
longer production times, which may be caused by 
longer drying times of the organic inks, can be com-
pensated for in some cases. optimal media is a fully 
integrated service provider and has a high vertical  
range of manufacture. Many processing and  
finishing options as well as extensive fulfilment  
activities are carried out internally, external goods 
are commissioned and shipped worldwide. Ideally, 
shipping is climate-neutral: Various shipping com-
panies offer green solutions in which the calculated 
CO2 emissions are costed and flow into climate pro-
tection projects.

Virtual product consultation

I recommend that clients of print products already 
seek advice and inspiration during their product de-
velopment, both in terms of product features and 
sustainable production solutions. The optimal media  

 
 
website, for example, shows a large portfolio of pro-
duct examples. Those who use this opportunity to 
gain first impressions help to minimise the shipping 
of product samples as well as personal traffic.
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PAIGN_2020_06_30_11_47&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_7f07b8acf3-8c4fd7121c-95199617
https://shop.oberauer.com/dossier/dossier-druck-medien/337/dossier-nachhaltig-drucken-der-weg-zu-einer-umweltfreundlichen-
produktion
https://www.mediamundo.biz/downloads/
https://magazinmedien.de/biologische_druckfarben_nachaltig_drucken/
https://www.papierundtechnik.de/papiertechnik/altpapiererfassung-und-sortierung/
https://www.hrs.de/hotel/unterwegs/clever-reisen/smart-einkaufen-verpackungsfreie-supermaerkte/
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In summary

+   Decide for recycled paper
+   Plan ahead 
+   Choose a service provider with high 
  vertical integration
+   Select Finishing alternatives without film 
  and UV coating
+   Use raw materials such as ink and 
  paper responsibly

+   Save transport routes  
+   Opt for climate-neutral production
+   Go for climate-neutral shipping
+   Offer online product advice
+   Refrain from shrink-wrapping
+   Accept compromises (possibly higher price 
  and alternative finishes)
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I see it as the responsibility of sales personnel to 
inform and educate print buyers about sustainable 
production options, because ultimately decisions 
can only be made when all alternatives are known.

From my point of view, the answer to the introductory 
question of the article, how optimal media as a print 
shop deals with the topic of sustainability, can only 
be: Sustainable production is fully possible only in co-
operation with the client. If service providers, clients 
and consumers are prepared to make compromises, 
if recycled paper is understood as a symbol of high 
quality, if products are convincing on the basis of their 
design and haptics instead of high-gloss finishing; 
and if all those involved deal consciously and mode-
rately with resources, then the goal of sustainable 
production is a good deal closer.

In food packaging, for example, the trend is moving 
from aluminised films to coated papers. This looks 
like sustainable packaging, but is often a problematic  

material when it comes to recycling. So-called „fil-
ling stations“ where the consumer „taps“ the goods 
in the desired quantity himself are truly sustainable. 
And they contribute to sustainability on two fronts 
at once: the reduction or even avoidance of packa-
ging waste as well as the conservation of resources 
through needs-based purchasing. In this way, super-
markets, for example, orient themselves to the needs 
of their customers and make an important contribu-
tion to environmental protection.

I am convinced that consumers of print products 
such as books and magazines will also make more 
conscious purchasing decisions in the future and 
that the idea of sustainability will increasingly come 
to the fore. If ecological awareness influences pur-
chasing behaviour, we, as service providers, have a 
good chance of reducing the ecological footprint, 
because: Only together can we protect our environ-
ment!
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